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CMP ‘16
Coherent States Schrödinger ’26
• Particularly suited for 1/2-Classical Analysis, Quantum 
Optics, Signal Processing, Quantum Information,…
• Photons radiated by classical sources or LASERS are in 
Coherent States, for each mode.
• Quantum States behaving in many respects Classically  
Glauber ’63
=> construct reservoir of infinitely many coherent states
• Infinite vol. limit, fixed particle density “à la” Araki-Woods ‘63
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Setup
Non-interacting particles in a box Λ = [−L/2, L/2]d ⊂ Rd
• Single particle:                  with Period. Bdry. Cond.L2(Λ, dx)






























∗(L−d/2 eikx)F F−1,   where
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W (f̂) = eiΦ(
!f)





(f̂ka∗k + f̂kak) &
W (f)W (g) = e−
i
2 Im⟨f,g⟩W (f + g)
s.t.
̂ ̂̂̂ ̂̂
{•  C*-algebra gen. by            <=> algebra gen. by W (f) }f, a(f)♯{ , }f̂̂ ̂̂
Setup continued
,  all 
• A state η :“Observables” −→ C is charact. by
η(W (f))E(f) = f ∈ L2(Λ, dx) Expectation fctl.̂
• Any 
y
E : L2(!, dx) → C s.t.
E(0) = 1




2 Im ⟨ fk , fk′ ⟩E( fk − fk′) ≥ 0,
K ≥ 1, zk ∈ C, fk ∈ L2(!, dx)∀
determines a regular state on the Weyl C*-algebra 
̂ ̂
• Example: EFock( f ) = ⟨", W ( f )"⟩ = e−
1
4 ∥ f ∥22̂
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N-mode Coherent States
• Pick N modes k′1, . . . , k′N ∈ 2πL Zd α1, . . . ,αN, N   -numbersC






























displacement op. is a Weyl op.
N-mode Infinite Vol. Limit
• Scaling:
Let k1, . . . , kN ∈ Rd be fixed modes, and nj = nj(L) ∈ Zd
s.t. k′j(L) = 2πnj(L)/L
L→∞−→ kj , j = 1, . . . , N
k′jLet be fixed densities of part. in mode 
i.e. αj(L) = Ld/2√ρj eiθj θjwith a phase
ρj |αj |2/Ldρ=
Theorem:




















Continuous Density of Modes
Take N to infinity after infinite vol. limit












s.t. ρ(k) dk spatial density of part. with momenta in  dk
• Let       be a given density of modes ρ(k) support. in [−R,R]d
∆kj = (2R/N)d=>
• Discretization kj = (−R+ j1 2R
N




j1, . . . , jd ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
ρj = ρ(kj)∆kj=>
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Continuous Density of Modes
continued




































−iθj(ω) f̂(kj) indep. rand. var.Nd
=> calls for CLT
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Random field & creation op’sInfinite Coherent State , 























N-level system coupled to a random ICS
Coupled Hamiltonian:




G = diag(g1, . . . , gN ) “non-demolition”
where g ∈ L2(Rd, dx) form fact.
dµ(θ) = dθ2πUniform distrib.:
HS = diag(e1, . . . , eN )N-Level system:
HR = dΓ(ε)ICS Hamiltonian: ε(k) = |k|with
<-> {ϕj}Nj=1
Free Hamiltonian:
H0 = HS ⊗ 1lR + 1lS ⊗HR “on” CN ⊗ F(L2(Rd, dx))
modulo technicalities
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N-level system coupled to a random ICS
continued
• (Reduced) state at time t:
ρk,l(t) = ⟨ϕk, ρS(t)ϕl⟩with entries
P (t) = e−itHP0 e
itH ρS(t) = TrRP (t)&
P0 = ρS ⊗ |Ω⟩⟨Ω|• Initial density matrix:
ICS with unif. random phases arbitrary DM
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N-level system coupled to a random ICS
continued















































• Averaged decoherence Γ(t) = 2〈g, sin2(εt/2)ε2 g
〉
ICS => Gaussian decoherence  strong classical behavior.
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